LETTER TO THE MANAGEMENT

August 12, 2016

Dear Sir/Madam,
I have the following issues that need to be addressed:
Harassment:
 Every time Cameron and Zabu go on vacation, Cameron insists on staring at me
because he’s afraid I’m making eyes at Zabu. First of all, I don’t like blondes.
Secondly, Zabu seems to prefer bald men to those of us who have long, luxurious
hair. Cam obviously has a jealousy problem, and needs to see a professional to
deal with his issues and get on some meds. Either that, or I want curtains hung
when they are on vacation.
 The lady who drives around in the pink golf cart with the camera told everyone I
frighten her. Well, of course I do; that's my job. I’m the King of Beasts and I’m
meant to frighten everybody. I warn you, if this kind of talk continues you will be
contacted by my purr-torneys, Catz Kats and Morekatz, who will file a suit for
slander.
 There is a shaming photo posted on my webpage (http://bigcatrescue.org/joseph).
Was it really necessary to post that photo and announce my bathroom habits to the
world?


The Vet, Dr. Justin Boorstein:
Now, seriously, does he really think I don’t know
it’s him crawling towards me wearing a Ghillie
suit? Who does he think he is, Leroy Jethroe
Gibbs?
It was so funny the first time he did it! I saw him
coming and had to turn away from him so he
didn’t see me laughing!
Paparazzi:
Photos, videos, 24-hour cameras, and now
drones? Just how many times and ways do I
need to be photographed and filmed? Even my
medical procedures are broadcast live! Is there
no privacy anymore?
I think I should be compensated for all these
photo op sessions; bring on the vanilla ice
cream.
I trust that these issues will be addressed quickly and to my satisfaction.
Sincerely,
Joseph Lion
(sent via Lori D., secretary to the Big Cats)
P.S. I think that stinky tiger, Amanda, has a crush on Cam.

